Material for this course can be found at:

1. For **lecture powerpoint slides**: go to **webfile** (you can access it from **inside nd**, top line), go to **CourseWare (fa.06)**, go to econ, then go to **econ10011.05** or **econ 20011.05**, go to **lectures** folder.

2. For **homework practice problems**: go to [http://bcs.worthpublishers.com/krugmanwellsmicro/](http://bcs.worthpublishers.com/krugmanwellsmicro/) practice quizzing center under student resources. This site also contains other student resources which you can use, for instance, for project topics.

3. For **homework problems** which are required and which will be graded: go to [http://bfw.brownstone.net/classes/admicro/](http://bfw.brownstone.net/classes/admicro/) and do the problem set which is due.

4. Note the changes made on the syllabus:
   - My web address is added on pg. 1. My web address is: [http://www.nd.edu/~adutt/](http://www.nd.edu/~adutt/)
   - The new syllabus can be found on the **courses** link.
   - Problem sets are included and the project requirement changed in section 4 on course requirements and grading, pgs. 1-2.
   - The date and time for the final exam are added in the table on pg. 3